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Dear Friends and Colleagues,

The reading of Kohelet/Ecclesiastes on Sukkot makes for a puzzling
juxtaposition. Its relentless drumbeat of despair — variations on the word
“futility” appear more than 30 times in its 12 brief chapters — offers a startling
counterpoint to the holiday we call z’man simchateinu, the time of our
happiness. Maybe it’s just Judaism’s insistent reminder to hold sorrow in mind
even in times of joy — the broken glass at the huppah of Sukkot — but I rather
think it represents a more particular provocation.
 
Too often, we associate happiness with achievement or acquisition: We
imagine that if we purchase the right products, visit the right vacation
destinations, find the right partner, get the right job, etc., we’ll find happiness,
contentment, fulfillment. The author of Kohelet follows the same path, pursuing
wealth, wisdom, experience, and indulgence, but ultimately acknowledges that
no accomplishment will shield him from the fate he shares with us all: wise and
foolish, righteous and wicked, “Both go to the same place; both came from dust
and both return to dust.” (3:20) This message is reinforced nicely by the ritual of
dwelling in the sukkah, a hugely democratizing experience in which we shed
the trappings of our wealth and status.
 
Kohelet, written, according to tradition, by King Solomon, whose name is
synonymous with wisdom and who “amassed more wealth than anyone before
him in Jerusalem,” (2:9) is an enjoinder not to be seduced by the temptation of
superiority, not to let righteousness bleed over into self-righteousness: If
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Solomon can’t get away with it, surely Harvey Weinstein, Representative Tim
Murphy, and any of us who hold others to a standard to which we ourselves
don’t adhere shouldn’t get away with it.
 
We get the same cautionary note in Deuteronomy when God previews the good
life awaiting the Israelites in the Land of Milk and Honey and reminds them to
“beware lest your heart grow haughty...and say to yourselves, ‘My own power
and the might of my own hand have won this wealth for me.’” (8:14-17) Don’t
think that what you do, who you are, what position you occupy, what you have,
etc., makes you greater than..., better than..., more valuable than...
 
On the one hand, these admonitions serve as important checks on our all-too-
human propensity for hubris. On the other — and this may help guide us back
to z’man simchateinu — they’re reassuring assertions of our common humanity.
Instead of a smackdown, they’re a source of consolation: We’re all in this
together. It’s stated most succinctly in Mishna Sanhedrin (4:5): “Only a single
person was created in the beginning...for the sake of peace, so that no one
could say to another, ‘My ancestors are greater than yours.’”
 
Walt Whitman put it this way in “Song of Myself”:
     I celebrate myself, and sing myself...
     For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you...
     And that all the men ever born are also my brothers, and the  
     women my sisters and lovers…
(How extraordinary that he could deliver lines of such optimism and mutuality
as a closeted gay man writing in the mid-1800s.)
 
Amazingly, Whitman’s and Sanhedrin’s pronouncements of our deep
interrelatedness are borne out by science. Writing in The Atlantic Monthly in
2002, Steve Olson describes a 1999 paper entitled “Recent Common
Ancestors of All Present-Day Individuals,” which uses mathematical modeling
to show that “the most recent common ancestor of all six billion people on earth
today probably lived just a couple of thousand years ago. And not long before
that the majority of the people on the planet were the direct ancestors of
everyone alive today.” Sanhedrin wasn’t being metaphorical, and Whitman
could only have been more accurate by using the word “cousins” in place of
”brothers and sisters.”
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The upshot, of course, is that we really are all in this together — kings and
poets, Congresspeople and journalists, Democrats and Republicans. As the
Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. put it: “We may have all come on different
ships, but we’re in the same boat now.”
 
Here’s to a 5778 in which we embrace that message long after we’ve put
Kohelet back on the shelf and dismantled our democratizing sukkot.
 
Best,
Aaron
 

How do we know when something is true?
Sh'ma Now looks at EMET - TRUTH. 

 

GIVING
We recently approved two new grants:

$20,000 for a study conducted by The Jewish Education Project and Rosov
Consulting to explore the learning and growth outcomes for North American
Jewish teens; and 
 
$30,000 to Moishe House to pilot a team of part-time Regional Jewish educators
who will train residents to design Jewish learning and navigate Jewish practice
together.

 
The study, co-funded by Jim Joseph Foundation and Charles and Lynn Schusterman
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Family Foundation, builds on the previous and ongoing work of the Jewish Teen Education
and Engagement Funder Collaborative, a group of national and local funders that develops
new approaches to engaging teens in Jewish experiences. The study utilizes the Teen
Jewish Learning and Engagement Scales (TJLES), which focus on understanding the
whole Jewish teen and ask the key question, “How can being Jewish make Jewish
teenagers more likely to flourish in today’s world?”  This initiative has the potential to both
help us better understand the impact of Jewish wisdom in teenagers' lives and to support
these organizations in crafting relevant and impactful experiences - read more in
eJewishPhilanthropy's article on the study.  
 
Supporting Moishe House’s pilot of three part-time Regional Jewish Educators, based in
different cities in the US, provides additional capacity and a testing ground to develop an
understanding of the type of coaching needed to help residents facilitate Jewish educational
experiences.  Moishe House is based on a peer-led model and has had substantial success
at having residents craft experiences for their peers; bolstering those residents’ confidence
and access to strong Jewish content will, we expect, create programs that are rich with the
Jewish wisdom that is most meaningful to their lives.
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SHARING
If you're looking for a way to teach the basics of Sukkot to kids (or the young at
heart), BimBam's Lego video is fun, funny, and full of fundamentals!

We've been thinking a lot about trust as an essential Jewish Wisdom, and how it
applies to the current moment thanks to our friends at the Mussar Institute and their
recent newsletter.

ICYMI, Jewish education is shifting into opportunity mode (full article at
eJewishPhilanthropy), with the announcement of the Fellowship in Educating for
Applied Jewish Wisdom at The Davidson School.

Jewish Wisdom is deep and comes in many forms - so we're excited about this
exhibit at the Contemporary Jewish Museum - Jewish Folktales Retold: Artist as
Maggid

Thanks to Hevria for their collection of artist responses to the Las Vegas shooting.

We're also impressed with T'ruah for their application of Jewish Wisdom this Sukkot,
bringing lessons of the holiday into public conversation.

 
What else should we be sharing?  

Click here to send us your recommendations!
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